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Dectretvm Universalis Libertvs

This document known as Dectretvm Universalis Libertvs represents a universal

declaration of independence.   The People seek independence from all conspiracies and

all forms of lawlessness imposed un us publicly or clandestinely by Freemasonry (all

rites & degrees inc. satanism,  professional atheism and white supremacy by all their

names and political designations in every form of government around world.  These

powers and forms of government and occult doctrines among others have been selected

against by the laws of nature and by God to govern this earth.

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

When government becomes the assassins of its own citizens and terrorizes the

Peoples, it is the Right of the People to alter, abolish, institute or reinstitute Government

with the help of God.   Let it be understood again that whenever any form of government

becomes destructive like what has happened during this last apocalypse known as the

freemason holocaust that covers a period of just over a century,  it is the Right of the

People to alter, abolish, institute or reinstitute Government with the help of God.

Thus we call for a permanent separation from all atheist and religious white supremacy

occult practices of masonry and freemasonry and related occult associations for the

reasons that these practices have been found again to have broken many laws and are

guilty of committing capital and high crimes against the peaceful Peoples of this Earth. 

Such crimes include by are not limited to.

Genocide

Femnicide

Ethnic Cleansing

Homicide

Terrorism

Bio-terrorism

Murder in the first degree

Murder in the second degree

Murder in the third degree

Murder in the fourth degree ect.

Ritual murder

Racial murder

Religious murder

Mass murder

Grand Theft

Fraud

Racketeering

Conspiracy to commit murder

Conspiracy to commit mass murder

Conspiracy to conceal evidence of a crime and crimes against the innocent Peoples

of the earth,

Aiding and Abetting criminals

Illegal Drug Trafficking

Child Trafficking

Human Trafficking

Slavery

Taxation without Representation

ect. ect.

These acts together with many more crimes as defined by the penal codes of this earth

and by sound reason and ethics fundamental to natural and moral law justify this

declaration of Independence to be signed by world leaders in my presence.

This declaration remains our sign to the world that we shall not continue to be forever 

enslaved by tyrants who from afar or close to our persons attempt to control our

collective destinies, tax us without representation. This declaration denouncing these

tyrants who use false politics to enslave us while they also work to murder the human

race, traffic and sacrifice children to idols.

Our values are those that believe in God and in the manifest destiny of the providence of

God’s Holy Spirit that exists in all things to see us through times of crisis and times of

great chaos and disorder created by a conspiracy of lies and actions by people

committed to supporting such a conspiracy started by the practitioners of the occult,

atheists and racial supremacists.

We cannot agree or be tricked to agree with heretics and idol worshippers the

practitioners of iniquity and together we stand before God and expecting each day for

God to judge between us and to separate us like wheat  is separated from chaff, from

those who wish to keep us as their slaves.

We cannot acknowledge any godless or heretical form of government that have

disrespected us and that have lied to us, but we offer to any survivors from such

governments that used to control the world  the condolences that only the assured

children of God can offer.

Like before in better times and again now as a world together in each nation for the

purposes of regulation, peace and assurances to the people, we are bound by a new

commitment to each other and by the love and protection of God’s Holy Spirit through a

sovereign central government at Chateau Versailles a crown bestowed and empowered

by God’s precious and tender Holy Spirit of no name that we all might all have life and

the liberty to pursue a happiness that will not hurt our neighbors, ourselves, others, the

animals, the environment or the stability of a just and new government in our own

nations established by God and made manifest to the Peoples of each nation.

Again it is written that we hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men and women

and each soul made by God’s Holy Spirit are  created equal, free from the constraints of

corrupt men and women who attempt to define them and who by God’s testimony are

chosen to govern and if necessary to fight that our countries might remain free from all

forms of corruption in government. That corruption has been and is being prosecuted,

Judged and defined extensively and in great detail every day by Jose Maria Chavira M.S.

the World Crown by the grace and power of God’s Holy Spirit.

In every race and in every birth experienced by the human soul,  we are endowed by

God’s Holy Spirit  with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are equality, life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. These are rights that cannot be taken from us if not

by force and we are limited and constrained to use force during this time of Justice in

which God’s providence oversees the judgment of all things.

Far from our desire is to return to the state which today we find ourselves trying to

escape in our efforts to re-establish the sovereignty and autonomy in each nation bound

only by the authority of God who supervises our freedom and orders our reconstruction

through miracles, signs and wonders that daily make manifest the will of a peaceful,

caring, and loving Holy Spirit.

By the principles of laws ordained by God to keep our rights secure governments have

been instituted among the Peoples.  These governments derive their just powers from

God’s Holy Spirit who works with the consent of the governed and by the honest actions

of their governors. the people, men and women appointed and favored by God during

our time of restructuring.

In this declaration of independence let it be made clear we will not ever share power

with occult powers and principalities of darkness or atheists whose spiritual values

expose them to quickly being overcome by the evils of white supremacy in all its

expressions.

This declaration and constitution acknowledges the greater needs of mankind and

womankind to develop as leaders and as well as to win office and to govern, but we shall

not open the doors to the corrupt practices of men and their systems of elections

designed to fraud the people and to penetrate, corrupt and destroy good government.

Rather through our own design and led by God’s Holy Spirit we shall create the

environments necessary to help society attain levels of equality, freedom and career and

commercial satisfaction. We shall not compromise the money or power designated to

help the people. We shall not deviate from our course and mission to establish equality

among us and help the Peoples of the earth escape poverty. All efforts to oppose us from

achieving equality are done so against the will of this planet, the will of its rightful

leaders and the will of God’s Holy Spirit.

Thus led by Providence who daily makes manifest the goodness of God we shall

continue to find ways to promote the most capable minds with the highest moral values

to positions in government looking always for the  usurping conspiracy; the same that

finds itself today being brought to justice in a great judgment of God.

Elitist pools and fraternities or any group that works to restore  occult to government

and their interpretation of freedom, such as the freedom to murder men, women and

children by any use of the vernacular  of the common man; shall forever be policed by us

with all hope that while serving, we might not become like those whose power-hungry

blood thirsty ways are the reason we today have come to this great precipice. With all

hope and expectation of our deliverance by God’s precious tender Holy Spirit, we pray

our efforts not be wasted.

As of today, we are still in a mass media and the news face the same kind of white

supremacy political, atheist, and religious terrorism from which we have been delivered

from, making this declaration of independence a formality and necessary to give hope to

a great race of angels who have so deeply suffered on this planet our haven because of

the powers of darkness which daily seek to keep us enslaved.

Thus it is the right of the People that when government is corrupted to affect all

measures necessary to constitute the safety and happiness of the Peoples.

It is the right of the People at any age to pray to God and set time aside even at work and

school for prayer a time that is deemed within reason for the occupation of that person.

If the Peoples are by the acts of terrorists confounded from the tools and controls

necessary to re-establish government,  the Peoples are free from all guilt that comes by

the divine re-establisment of their government and society through the processes of

justice and the Judgment of God against all terrorism and elements seeking to keep the

Peoples under the occult control of terrorists.

If the Peoples are by the acts of terrorists confounded from the tools and controls

necessary to re-establish government,  the Peoples are free from all guilt that comes by

the divine re-establisment of their government and society through the processes of

justice and the Judgment of God against all terrorism and elements seeking to keep the

Peoples under the occult control of terrorists.

On behalf of the people, I pray to God’s Holy Spirit and accept responsibility for the

processes of justice and judgments necessary that we might continue to work together to

free ourselves from today’s declared state of emergency. The emergency is as much

spiritual as it is physical and so we work with the deep assurance of knowing that under

God, we cannot fail and cannot long be held hostage by those who having a chance to

stop fail to do so and thus are daily placed in the Judgment of God.

The character of this world is not defined by any oppressive force to the extent that any

malevolent  forces, no matter how unified or overwhelming they seem, can overcome

the good Peoples of the earth or the power of God’s Holy Spirit that helps them.

Prudence, providence, wisdom and manifest destiny will indeed dictate that

Governments long-established should not be changed for light and transient causes. The

crimes and actions committed by atheism, white supremacy and the religion(s) of

freemasonry in every form of government are sufficient in their substance to declare our

independence from them.

And accordingly all experience has revealed that systems of the occult, atheism and

forces of darkness are more disposed to cause us to suffer than to live without suffering. 

All experience has revealed that we shall forever oppose secret societies or any

organisms that look to impose a will and nature not common or natural to this earth and

whose system places men and women and children as risk of extermination.

There is no greater cause than the cause to overcome the forces of darkness so the

people can live in freedom by right definitions of freedom.

We have come to this precipice today because of a long chain of high crimes committed

in conspiracy against us. And should this ever again happen, the Peoples have the right

to throw off such Government, and to return to the state of righteousness of God’s Holy

Spirit who from all morals and all good things come from.
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Published by Jose Maria Chavira M.S.
Administration par JV Agnvs Dei Verbvm Dei Filvs Dei Jose Maria Chavira

MS Adagio 1st Primogentivs Fivs Dei Hominis Espiritvs Dominus

Dominorum est et Rex Regum et Reginarum nom de plume JCAngelcraft La

Courronne Monde Chateau Versailles France. OMNI. Welcome to La

Couronne Monde Château Versailles France. By the providence of God's

Holy Spirit which manifests the destiny of all Peoples and nations,  Jose

Maria Chavira M.S. Adagio - 1st nom de plume JCAngelcraft is recognized

as the world crown. The World Crown is a new central authority created to

help us in our transition back to a world with better governments, better

business practices, better news and better information and free of all

political & business conspiracies. As the world crown, Jose Maria has been

empowered to help society overcome the current news and information crisis

and to stop all conspiracies.  Using wise counsel, sound reason and the

power to Judge and bring to justice all conspiracies, he works at helping in

the restructuring of organizational life, business and governments around

the world. For necessary reasons and so that government of Mexico and the

United States can easily verify his presence and have easy access to him,  he

works from his beach offices in Mazatlan Mexico, on a property which he

owns.  A state police officer and military doctor live on the premises.

 Government workers and military personnel also live on the compound and

in the area.  The address where his offices are located was used as the official

address for the Angelcraft Foundation for Education in Mexico.  The

foundation was chartered by Mexico's Congress twice in the fall of 2008 and

who passed him absolute authority over his foundation known as the JC

Angelcraft Foundation A.C.  His organizational government I.D. Number for

the foundation is R.F.C. FJA0809108B5.  Through the foundation and with

help of God's Holy Spirit Jose Maria now provides critical assistance free of

charge in matters of transparency to both the United States & Mexico and

every country in the world. The Holy Spirit has chosen La Couronne Monde

Château Versailles France as his ruling palace.  By his wishes, Jose Maria

desires that the Versailles continue to be a public institution for the people of

France and heritage for the world. About his pen name: JCANGELCRAFT®

is a writer, a business, a world-class activist organization, a fashion

organization and a fashion label and one of many businesses and non-

profits owned by the world crown. As an emergency protocol Angelcraft

Crown World Bank and Reserve has been created as emergency

communications for the World Bank and to replace the World Bank.  The

new World Bank logo features the Holy Spirit dove on the globe. Mass media

is in a state of emergency.  Since 2011-2012,  no personal contact has been

made with Jose Maria Chavira M.S. by lawyers or people representing any

politician, regulatory authority, CNN, BBC, La Jornada, Notimex or major

provider and distributer of news. The mass media and information of men

like Donald Trump, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador and their equivalents

around the world and all political conspiracies are what keeps the world in a

state of emergency.  This state of emergency and all conspiracies are the

primary reason a Judgment of God is in effect.  Please look to our network

for more information. God's Holy Spirit is helping to sustain us and limits

the harm that terrorist can do to us.  The World Crown says it is important

to help each other at all times. The World Crown is a new central authority

that is bringing to justice the old central authority represented now by

terrorists and their organizations.  The old central authority is one that the

citizens of each country were not told about.  By the Grace of God's Holy

Spirit the World Crown welcomes you and asks you not to be frightened.

 Everything that troubles us in each country will be corrected and all

terrorism and conspiracies will be brought to justice. OMNI. Administration

par JV Agnvs Dei Verbvm Dei Filvs Dei Jose Maria Chavira MS Adagio 1st

Primogentivs Fivs Dei Hominis Espiritvs Dominus Dominorum est et Rex

Regum et Reginarum nom de plume JCAngelcraft La Courronne Monde

Chateau Versailles France. View all posts by Jose Maria Chavira M.S.

World Crown Documents & Archives
With the help of God's Holy Spirit
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